
STAFF ASSEMBLY COMENTS: 

 

Question #12- Other comments or suggestions? 

Some very scary stats - as both a parent of teens and EA @the school, it really makes you think 

about how our world has changed in the last 30 years 

Thank you dearly with all my heart! A life-saving workshop! Much needed and overdue! 

1. Like the way Dwayne dealt with kids not listening or being on their phone when he was 

speaking. 2. I wish the kids' parents listened to the presentation. So maybe another time, invite 

some "selected" parents. 

Reinforce how teachers and admin can be bullied by students and parents and how it can affect 

the quality of education. 

I like how he didn't say you have too ... but rather put ownership on the students  

I would love to be able to have all students participate in the small group sessions, not just some 

I always enjoy his presentation- Dwayne tells what is true and real. The kids need to hear this. I 

have an enormous respect for him and his message! 

More on body image (a healthy one)  

Amazing! Students responded favourably to ideas presented. 

I like the idea of the parent session. For real change. This has to enter all areas of the students' 

life.  

Very well done every parent, with a child needs to see this presentation and student 

The presentation was fantastic!  

Excellent Presentation  

Awesome presentation- I am pleased to have been invited to attend  

Keep saving lives! 

I wish that more people were trained by Life Synergy and available more often!  

Excellent - to keep that many grade 7& 8 students interested for 2 1/2 hours is AMAZING! Well 

Done.  

Very well presented - lots of information & grabbed the kid’s attention.  

A good session for the grade level/interested in a parent session 


